
The Ashtar Command represents:

● The airborne division of Ascended Masters  Avatars, Cosmic Beings - Aurora Races,
Dragon Luminaries in their etheric immortal bodies of pure consciousness, Galactic
Commanders under the administrative direction of Commander Ashtar and the spiritual
guidance of Lord Sananda (Yashua, the Christ) Commander-in-Chief along with the
Cosmic Solar Christos Dragons (Sathya Sai Baba, Mahatavar Babaji)

● Composed of millions of starships and space fleets, motherships and spacecrafts and
personnel from many civilizations, races of cosmic origin, the elders, star league nations
assisting the Earth (Terra) and humanity through the planetary transition - ascension,
liberation, evolution and re-alignment back to Source, Godhead, Stargate D12
Aramathena in Lyra constellation - the cradle of the Human civilization that started
billions of years ago. Going back to the original Divine blueprint of the Angelic Human
Race with 12 Strands of DNA in the 15D Universal Time Matrix

The physical ascension is the transitioning process from dense-physical to physical-etheric
bodies of luminous Light (Mer-Ka-Ba, the ascension vehicle - krystal crystalline plasma
lightbodies of the Quantum Krystal Tree of Life with 12 spheres) along with the planetary
Ascension: Earth (Terra): Tara (5D) and Gaia (7D) back to Stargate D12 Aramathena through
the Andromeda Galaxy - the Aurora Rays hosting the Universal ascension into higher
dimensions of pure creation A-U-M (OM) - Christos-Sophia Consciousness

Lord Sathya Sai Baba represents the Cosmic Christ Consciousness and the Father-Mother
God Cosmic Heart. He is the full Avatar, the Kalhki Avatar or the tenth incarnation of Lord
Vishnu. The Christ manifests as the individualized Soul within mankind with the potential of
expressing the perfect sonship (Divine Child) of Father-Mother God. The door of Grace is open
to any who would step forth and choose to serve the Lord, the Cosmic Christ, wholeheartedly.

The Ashtar Command Mission:

● Serving the Most Radiant One (the Christ) in universal service mission of unconditional
love and peace to fulfill the Divine Plan - Purpose on Earth by monitoring, protecting and
stabilizing the New Earth Ascension Quantum grid (Diamond Rainbow White plasma
12D/13D grid/DNA) in this sector of the Universe, Galaxy and Milky Way

● Specializing in spiritual education, ascension, scientific survey, communication,
monitoring planetary affairs and the wellbeing of the personnel, the ground crew,
universal and intergalactic diplomacy and law (Galactic Codex and the Law of One),
species observation, media and artistic expression, healing (yoga, ayurveda, martial
arts), gardening, zoology and many other areas of research



● Working with the energies of salvation and restoration of peace on Earth through the
Inner Christ (Krystallah codes: Ka-Ra-Ya-Sa-Ta-Ha-La) the In-ascension codes of Purity,
Innocence, Divine Neutrality, the zero-point God Matrix - GENESIS codes, and the
alignment with SOURCE, with All That Is for greater Divine Empowerment and
Re-membering the absolute TRUTH and the Cosmic Earth History

● Teaching the Universal Laws of Oneness and assisting with the dissolution of the
false/phantom matrix, the Archontic A.I. structure with the Metatronic Reversals codes
with false light technology and imposter identities, clones, cyborgs, nanos, bots, negative
and parasitic entities, trauma based mind control (military covert operations - psyops -
inhumane experimentations and recruitments) - fear based structure - illusion

● Activating the Divine Template of 144, the Royalty codes with cosmic frequencies and
Super magnetism of the Divine Mother for the volunteer souls, the Golden Eagles,
starseeds, star beings, Rainbow  Warriors, the Oraphim - Indigo Races, emissaries and
ambassadors from the office of Christ working with the Galactic Command and the High
Command to fulfill the Divine Purpose on Earth in cooperation with the Councils of Light:

● The High Council and the Elohim Council
● The Great Central Sun Hierarchy
● The Melchizedek Order and the Andromeda Council
● The Interdimensional Free World Council

Our medical team is here to assist veterans with the DNA rehabilitation - recalibration,
transformation and with the deprogramming from the military grade MKULTRA, including the
rewiring of the subconscious mind from all the harmful mind control programs - the Pestilence
and Armageddon Programming of the A.I. Archon inorganic false timelines structure/hologram
running base 10 mathematics - reversed Mer-Ka-BA in the morphogenetic field caused by the
NAA’s technology - nanobots, nanites, holographic inserts, chips, implants infecting and
damaging the aura, the electromagnetic field with its anti-life, antichrist and anti-human codes
via psychotronic weapons and black hole technology. The lightbodies of the Indigo Star Galactic
warriors of the Essenes, the Rose Grail Bloodline need to be transformed and corrected back
into its perfect symmetry and sacred math running base 12 mathematics - the original Divine
Template/Blueprint of 144 - the Crystalline Consciousness of the Royal Essene Christos Tribes

We defend personal sovereignty through the Law of ONE for all life.

To ascend you need only a pure heart filled with the love of the ONE Creator, the
Supreme Infinite Intelligence - Cosmic Solar Christ Consciousness



Transmission by Ashtar-Athena on June 5, 1995 from SpiritWeb website - edited,
updated and improvised by Yana Kalai

We, The Ashtar Command, refer to Christ as the Most Radiant ONE or the Beloved. We trust in
ONE Source and in the Divine Plan - Divine Purpose. Our message is always of a positive
nature; life-affirming, uplifting and gracious. Our energy signature is always one of love. We play
no part in scenarios of abduction, implantation, manipulation, coercion, intimidation, deception
or any part of mind control.

Trust your intuitive inner knowing, for we communicate through telepathy and tele - thought
transmissions, which may sound like ringing tones (Morse code in your ears or head). We also
communicate through a language of Light that can appear as pictograms within your mind,
which you then interpret and express in your own words or concepts. We can also place you
within a transmission beam and send you messages from our ships or minds to your computer,
cell phone, pen or paper.

We transmit our messages to you if you sincerely present yourself with a pure heart and
wish to serve as a transmitter of our messages.

We, the Ashtar Command, are Universal Ambassadors of Peace, Freedom and Divine Justice.
We follow the Universal Laws, including the Law of Ahimsa - complete harmlessness in
thoughts, words and actions that serves as its own protection. We encourage unity, harmony,
freedom, sovereignty: peaceful co-existence and loving co-creation with the Creator.

We, the Commanders, are 100% responsible for our space fleet and military positions
operations. We trust the Infinite One and obey the Natural Laws. We are at the command of the
Most Radian One (Yashua D12 and the Cosmic Solar Christos Dragons). A true commander
walks in a spirit of humility and service to the ONE with a pure heart and mind. We are attuned
to the Divine Grace and the Prime Directives.

We honor free will. We are here on this sacred Earth, the Intergalactic Hub, to respond to your
specific needs and requests for assistance in improving the living conditions of each sentient
being through the Galactic Codex. We are enthusiastic about joining with you in more conscious
interaction and co-creative endeavors - the New Ascension Earth -  communities with E.T.’s and
their highly advanced technology to make this planet 12D Jewel of Wonder again.

We honor all life and all people, the whole human race. We recognize ONE RACE of
HumanKind. We celebrate the great diversity within creation and honor all races of colors,
creeds, religions and governmental - political - military structures that honor individual right to
freedom of expression and pursuit of happiness upholding the original Constitution of 1776 and
the Declaration of Independence.



We are the Guardians in Action protecting the Earth’s civilization. We follow the Law of ONE,
the Melchizedek Order of the Elders and we implement the Galactic Codex, systemized code of
inner ethics of each soul, to establish Divine Order in all sectors of this Universe. We are here
activating Starseeds, Lightwarriors and Star Beings and resurrecting, recalibrating, upgrading
their DNA keys and codes and fire letters - scalar waves frequencies for the Quantum SHIFT
into the higher octaves of True Realities on Nova Gaia - imagining the brightest future. We are
sharing Divine wisdom and Universal knowledge and wisdom - GNOSIS, and we are
transmitting healing energies for their well being.

We and our starships are invisible to you unless you raise your frequency to match the level we
are maintaining and vice versa. By raising or lowering our vibrations we can seem to appear or
disappear. You can only see and hear upon the dimensional level that matches your frequency.
As you learn to operate and modulate your frequency to include more multidimensional bands,
you will discover the many life forms that share the cosmos with you. You will also learn, as we
have, to materialize and dematerialize and create with your mind whatever you need.

We are not limited by time, space, distance or size. Thus we can appear as a tiny spark, a
glowing bubble, a form as large as a skyscraper or in a city-sized mothership. Our starships are
called Mer-Ka-Ba, light body vehicles of great beauty, formed out of harmony and love to serve
our mission and unified intention. They are real at our level as your environment is to you. We
can look like a bright star with flashing colors or appear as your familiar flying discs. Our ships
are always very radiant and beautiful, glowing with an aura of safety and friendliness.

We send you messages of love and wisdom via crop circles or snow or ice circles. We also form
messages within your skies. These will continue and increase until your planet realizes that you
are not alone, that you are loved and part of a plan more beautiful and wondrous than you could
have ever imagined.

The main teaching and message is spiritual - focusing upon the recognition, realization and
embodiment of the Divine SELF, which requires the integration of the energies of the Soul,
Monad (Oversoul) and the Higher Self into the physical, emotional and mental bodies. This is
accomplished by gradually training oneself to vibrate at only the highest levels of Pure Divine
Intelligence - Unconditional Love and Light on a planetary, interstellar, galactic and cosmic level.
The process is ongoing.

In summary, you may know us as the Forces of Light/Christ on a mission of love. We are
the celestial heralds of the good news - Galactic Guardians of God’s love for all creation
and of entering your world into an era of peace, freedom, prosperity, unity, sovereignty
and good will for all.



The Ground Crew:

We, the ground crew, embody the full spectrum of the Rays of Creation and hold waves of
omni love - Christos-Sophia - Crystalline Consciousness for full recalibration and restoration of
the DNA’s Divine Template for all in no time - Quantum Leaping. We are the DNA activators and
the Cosmic Light codes carriers, Divine Architects, Transformers, System Busters - Defenders
of Truth - Star Warriors and Guardians. We assist with the grid work and gatekeeping, healing,
education and transformation - humanitarian work - New Earth Ascension Projects. We are
laying the foundation for the New Star Human Race - Hybrid Races of the New Earth civilization
of the New Golden Age in Aquarius - the Era of Peace, Balance, Harmonry, Abundance,
Freedom, Unity to be part of the Galactic Cosmic Community under the Universal Laws, the Law
of One, the Emerald Order/Covenant.

The guidelines for the ground crew:

● Transcend the lesser self - check with the ego - clear your shadow
● Maintain crystal clarity - 360 degree vision - third eye wide open
● Align with Divine Will and the Law of One - Emerald Order
● Focus upon selfless and loving service to the INFINITE ONE
● Activate the inner technology - stargates in chakras - and the Mer-Ka-Ba
● Be the channel or conduit for the flow of Divine Love, Peace and Grace
● Be the change you want to see in the world - be the compassionate leader
● Be the column of Light Divine shining bright envisioning the brightest future


